The aim of this paper is to find the approximate solution of HIV infection model of CD4 + T cells. For this reason, the homotopy analysis transform method (HATM) is applied. The presented method is combination of traditional homotopy analysis method (HAM) and the Laplace transformation. The convergence of presented method is discussed by preparing a theorem which shows the capabilities of method. The numerical results are shown for different values of iterations. Also, the regions of convergence are demonstrated by plotting several -curves. Furthermore in order to show the efficiency and accuracy of method, the residual error for different iterations are presented.
Introduction
In last decades, many natural phenomenons have been described by various nonlinear mathematical models such as the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) [5, 38, 46, 48, 50, 51] , mathematical model of smoking habit [18, 45, 47] , model of malaria transmission [49] , model of computer viruses [15, 19, 34, 36, 40] and many mathematical models that have direct role in our life. Perelson in 1989 presented a model for infection of human immune system by HIV which was based on the three variables [42] . Then Perelson et al. modified and generalized this model to new model with four variables by a system of non-linear ordinary differential equations [43] . In recent years, several applicable models have been presented based on the Perelson's models [6] . Also, many numerical and semi-analytical methods have been applied to solve the vivo dynamics of T -cell and HIV interaction. The aim of this paper is to solve the Culshaw and Ruan's model [6] for HIV infection of CD4 + T-cells as 
with the initial conditions
Functions T (c), I(c), and V(c) show the concentration of susceptible CD4 + T cells, CD4 + T cells infected by the HIV viruses and free HIV virus particles in the blood, respectively. List of parameters are presented in Table 1 . Solving problem (1) has been studied by many authors. Several mathematical methods such as the Adomian decomposition method (ADM) [5, 7, 38] , HAM [17] , variational iteration method (VIM) [33] , collocation method (CM) [8, 41, 44, 48, 50] , differential transform method (DTM) [16, 46, 52] and other [51] were applied to solve the system of Eqs. (1) .
The HAM [1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 35] is an important and useful method to solve many problems. The solution of this method contains the optimal convergence control parameter to find the region of convergence. Also this method depends on the auxiliary function and linear operator to find the solution. Choosing the proper function and operator can be leaded to the solution quickly. These are the important capabilities of HAM that the other traditional methods do not have these advantages.
In this paper, HAM is combined with the Laplace transformation [4, 21, 22, 23, 39] to construct a new and robust method which is called the homotopy analysis transform method (HATM) [13, 24, 25, 37] . This method applied to solve many problems arising in engineering and many sciences [20, 26, 27] . In this study, by using the HATM we try to solve the non-linear system of Eqs. (1) and the numerical solutions for N = 5, 10, 15 are obtained. The convergence theorem warranties the homotopy analysis transform method theoretically. Several h-curves are plotted to show the regions of convergence. Also, in order to show the efficiency and accuracy of HATM, the residual error functions are applied for different values based on the regions of convergence.
Homotopy analysis transform method
In order to apply the HATM for solving system of Eqs. (1), the Laplace transformation L is used as follows
According to [28, 29, 30, 31, 32] we define the following non-linear operators N 1 , N 2 and N 3 as
where η ∈ [0, 1] is an imbedding parameter. Now the following homotopy maps can be constructed as
where is a nonzero auxiliary parameter, H 1 , H 2 , H 3 are auxiliary functions and N 1 , N 2 , N 3 are non-linear operators. When
the zero order deformation equations are obtained
Also, for η = 0 and η = 1 the homotopy equations lead tõ 
where
.
For proper value, operator and functions of , L, H 1 (c), H 2 (c), H 3 (c) relations (7) are convergent at η = 1. For more analysis, the following vectors are defined as
Differentiating the Eqs. (6) d-times with respect to η, dividing by d! and putting η = 0 the d-th order deformation equations for vectors T , I, V can be obtained
and
Using H 1 (c) = H 2 (c) = H 3 (c) = 1 and applying the inverse operator L −1 = L −1 the solutions of d-th order deformation equations (8) are obtained as
Finally, the N -th order of approximate solutions can be obtained by
3 Convergence theorem
In this section, by presenting a theorem, convergence of HATM to solve the non-linear system of equations (1) is illustrated.
are formed by Eqs. (8) , then they must be the exact solution of system (1) . Proof: Assume that the series solutions (12) are convergent. Therefore we get
where we have
By mentioned details of Section 2 we can write
which by using Eqs. (14) and (15) the following relations can be obtained
Since the operator L is a linear operator thus
and we can obtain
Since in Eqs. (18) 
By putting ℜ 1
and finally
Eqs. (20) , (21) and (22) show that the series solutions S 1 (c), S 2 (c) and S 3 (c) must be the exact solutions of system of equations (1).
Numerical investigations
In this section, the HATM is applied to solve the non-linear system of Eqs. (1) for mentioned values of Table 1 . Several -curves are demonstrated in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 for various N to show the regions of convergence. We note that these regions are parallel parts with axiom x. According to these figures, the convergence regions for N = 5, 10, 15 are presented in table 2. 
The approximate solution of problem (1) for N = 5 is in the following form In order to show the efficiency and accuracy of presented method the following residual errors 
are applied. In Tables 3 and 4 
Conclusion
The mathematical model of HIV infection for CD4 + T cells is an applicable and robust model to analyze, track and control the infection. In this study, the HATM was introduced by combining the Laplace transformations and the HAM to approximate the presented model. The obtained solution of HATM depends on auxiliary parameters and functions specially the convergence control parameter . It is useful tool to identify and control the region of convergence. Existence of auxiliary functions and parameters are the advantages of the HATM which transformed the presented method to the flexible and applicable scheme than the other semi-analytical methods. Furthermore, the convergence theorem was proved to support the HATM analytically. The rate of convergence depends on parameter . In order to show the regions of convergence somecurves were plotted for N = 5, 10, 15. The efficiency and accuracy of method were shown by applying the errors of residual functions. The numerical errors based on the residual functions were obtained for different values of convergence control parameter and number of iteration N .
